Logo for creativity
Order Icon
circle of life
hope
future
GRACE
independence
kind
humble
the end
Building Shapes
Advertisement assignment for Herman Miller
I create this UBER logo for Color and Design assignment.
Advertisement assignment for UPS

Secure delivery in time
LOGO for Seal
Acreditations
Advertisement for Orange Juice Company

Ragin' Cajun Orange Juice, it's a flavor celebration!
TANGLE Orange Juice Company

Ragin' Cajun Orange Juice, it's a flavor celebration!
JANGEL
ORANGE JUICE COMPANY

Ragin' Cajun Orange Juice, it's a flavor celebration!
In this semester we are using Adobe Animation, Premier and After Effect programs.

I create a logo for SLCC student showcase for 2018. I made a short animation with this logo.
Finally, I want to show this assignment I drew my daughter who was five years old. I took the photos 20 years ago but I used this photo now.
I sketched my daughter picture before digital painting.
I put this picture in the photoshop and I painted as a digital. This is my first digital children’s book cover.
I WANT TO SAY THANKS, MY TEACHERS!

- MR. TAYLOR OVERBEY
- MR. BUDDY HARPER
- MR. JOSHUA GARY